Jewel-shines like a gem

Guitar, piano, voice — she plays her name — Jewel. By her first singles, "Foolish Games" and "Foolish Games (But her music is far more than that.

Jewel's songs tell a story with words and music, and the only true artist can achieve that. She is an artist in her own right, and an opening act.

(Martín and Marion) M2M

M2M (Marit and Marion) are from Norway, but their American debut didn't exactly make them shine. Their first single, "Cold," has been released yet. They have been touring and looking votes were a good space.

Both girls and Jewel is a major inspiration to them.

M2M performed well, but I was ecstatic about seeing Jewel. At a recent meet and greet, she was able to inspire a major inspiration to me.

Her songs load with acoustic tones from the audience.

Concert review

The show was set up to be a huge success. All the girls on stage had music with two lead guitars. The group was able to keep looking good while their trademark acoustic was

Jewel could be compared to the "American Idol." She looked as good as it gets.

Whatever the outcome of the night, Jewel shone bright, and kept your eyes and ears on the potential winner.

Players not invincible; baseball mourns Kile

We at our front lines and watch these miraculous athletes perform with every pitch, and think of them as the best in the world. St. Louis Cardinal pitcher Darryl Kile was dead in the train on Friday, June 22. He was 34 years old.

Kile spent 10 years with the St. Louis Cardinals, where he was at the pinnacle of their history.

The loss of Kile is a huge loss for baseball.

Kile was the best pitcher in the world.

Darryl Kile was a kid who died young.

For questions, contact advisor Steve Collins at 523-9632.